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Magnetic vortices have generated intense interest in recent years due to their unique reversal mecha-
nisms, fascinating topological properties, and exciting potential applications. In addition, the exchange
coupling of magnetic vortices to antiferromagnets has also been shown to lead to a range of novel
phenomena and functionalities. Here we report a new magnetization reversal mode of magnetic vortices
in exchange coupled Ir20Mn80/Fe20Ni80 microdots: distorted viscous vortex reversal. In contrast to the
previously known or proposed reversal modes, the vortex is distorted close to the interface and viscously
dragged due to the uncompensated spins of a thin antiferromagnet, which leads to unexpected asymme-
tries in the annihilation and nucleation ﬁelds. These results provide a deeper understanding of the physics
of exchange coupled vortices and may also have important implications for applications involving
exchange coupled nanostructures.
Magnetic vortices have long been studied and remain a topic
of current interest due to their fascinating fundamental pro-
perties and topological characteristics.1–4 This magnetization
state, which arises from the competition between magneto-
static, exchange and anisotropy energies in nanostructured
ferromagnet (FM) materials, is characterized by a (counter-)
clockwise in-plane curl of the magnetization (chirality) around
an up or down out-of-plane central core (polarity).5,6 Recent
demonstrations of chirality and polarity control7–11 have
triggered renewed interests in these entities for spintronic
applications,12–14 artificial Skyrmion lattices,15 and even bio-
medical applications.16
On the other hand, exchange bias [i.e., nominally the
exchange coupling between a FM and an antiferromagnet (AF)]
has received ever increasing interest across many emerging
frontiers of condensed matter physics, e.g., multiferroics,17,18
chiral ordering and exchange bias induced by Dzyaloshinskii–
Moriya interactions,19,20 control of quantum magnets,21 AF
spintronics,22,23 and triplet pairing in superconducting
exchange biased heterostructures.24 When a magnetic vortex is
coupled to an AF (exchange bias) novel eﬀects emerge, e.g.,
biased vortex reversal hysteresis loops, reversible non-zero
remnant magnetization states, tunable angular dependent
reversal modes, chirality-control, adjustable magnetization
dynamics, or suppressed stochastic eﬀects.7,25–33 These eﬀects,
which occur due to the imprinting of diﬀerent magnetic states
in the AF,34,35 can lead to additional functionalities in vortex
structures. Furthermore, it has been predicted that in
exchange coupled structures the vortex cores may be tilted
along their thickness (in contrast to conventional vortices
where the cores are straight) due to the pinning eﬀects of the
AF.36,37 Such a tilted structure leads to additional asymmetries
in the hysteresis loops, which are correlated with structural
and magnetic parameters (e.g., dot geometry or AF/FM
exchange strength). In fact, vortices exchange coupled to AFs
have been prominently featured in key technologies such as
magnetic random access memory and sensors.38
In this article we report a viscous vortex reversal mode in
AF/FM exchange biased dots with a thick FM layer and varying
AF thicknesses. By changing the AF thickness, tAF, its an-
isotropy energy is systematically tuned, thus changing the
rigidity of the AF spin structure from weak (“draggable” by the
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FM layer) to rigid. This leads to a viscous vortex reversal
mechanism in the dots, which deviates from the standard,
biased and tilted vortex reversals.
Results
Major hysteresis loops
Major hysteresis loops of Fe20Ni80(30 nm)/Ir20Mn80(tAF) (FeNi/
IrMn) films are shown in Fig. 1(a) and the HC and HE trends
are shown in Fig. 1(b). These plots show that the tAF = 0 film
has a very small coercivity (HC = 0.4 Oe) and no bias (HE = 0),
while the tAF = 3 nm film has a significantly increased HC
(28 Oe) and a small HE (3.8 Oe). For tAF > 3 nm HC decreases
(2.9–4.3 Oe), but HE is established (56–81 Oe). This behavior
has been previously attributed to the anisotropy of the AF.
Specifically, for a thin AF the anisotropy is exceedingly weak
and is viscously dragged by the FM while it reverses,39 leading
to enhanced HC, but no bias. For the thicker AF the anisotropy
is suﬃciently large so that the spins remain rigidly oriented
after the field cooling process.40,41
Major hysteresis loops for dots with 1 μm and 1.5 μm dia-
meter are shown in Fig. 1(c–f ). The symmetric pinched shape
of the loops without AF, Fig. 1(c), is characteristic of a vortex
state reversal. For dots with a thin IrMn layer (tAF = 3 nm), the
major loops, Fig. 1(d), exhibit a much larger coercivity and a
pronounced asymmetry. However, these dots do not show
appreciable exchange bias, indicating that the AF has weak an-
isotropy and is dragged during the FM reversal. For dots with
thicker (tAF ≥ 5 nm) IrMn layers, Fig. 1(e and f), the exchange
bias is clearly established, and the HC is less than that of the
tAF = 3 nm samples. Close inspection of the loops reveals asym-
metries in their shape, particularly for tAF = 5 nm, suggesting
the presence of locally pinned spins. Interestingly, the major
loop shape for dots with an AF is quite complex and not
indicative of any traditional magnetization reversal modes.
Fig. 1 (a) Hysteresis loops for continuous ﬁlms of FeNi/IrMn with diﬀerent tAF. (b) Dependence of |HE| and HC on tAF for the ﬁlms and 1.0 and 1.5 µm
circular dots. Major hysteresis loops for the 1.0 and 1.5 µm circular dots with tAF of (c) 0 nm, (d) 3 nm, (e) 5 nm, and (f ) 7 nm.
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A possible reversal mechanism proposed previously in
exchange biased dots is the “tilted-vortex” model.36,37 In this
model the interfacial moments in the FM are pinned by the
exchange coupling to the AF and the vortex core position at
this interface is displaced from the center, while further away
from the interface the vortex is more centered, hence the core
is tilted. As shown schematically in Fig. 2(a), the reversal mecha-
nism is reflected in the major loops by the asymmetry of the
positive and negative annihilation fields, HA
+ and HA
− respecti-
vely, after oﬀsetting the HE. That is, in an unbiased vortex HA
+
= −HA−, while in a biased vortex HA+ − HE = −(HA− − HE), and
in a tilted vortex HA
+ − HE ≠ −(HA− − HE). Furthermore, the
nucleation field, HN, should always be equally biased; for
normal, biased and tilted vortex reversal HN
+ − HE = −(HN− −
HE). We can thus define variables ΔHA = HA+ + HA− − 2HE and
ΔHN = HN+ + HN− − 2HE. By identifying ΔHA and ΔHN these
three reversal behaviors can be uniquely identified: ΔHA =
ΔHN = HE = 0 for unbiased vortices, ΔHA = ΔHN = 0 and HE ≠ 0
for biased vortices, and ΔHA ≠ 0, ΔHN = 0 and HE ≠ 0 for tilted
vortices. The trends for ΔHA and ΔHN are shown in Fig. 2(b
and c), where the nucleation/annihilation fields are deter-
mined from intercepts of the linear extrapolations of magneti-
zation before and after nucleation/annihilation. It can be seen
that indeed there is an asymmetry in HA, suggesting a tilted-
vortex reversal. However, there is also an asymmetry in the
nucleation field, which is not expected for any of the reversal
behaviors discussed above.
While the analytical theory for exchange bias induced
vortex tilting by Guslienko and Hoﬀmann can qualitatively
explain several of the experimentally observed eﬀects,36,42
some of the main experimental observations cannot be
accounted for. For example, (i) the experimental ΔHA is not
proportional to the macroscopic HE as assumed in the model;
(ii) on decreasing the dot diameter, ΔHA decreases rather than
increases as is expected from the calculations; and (iii) there is
a HN asymmetry, which the theory assumes to be absent.
These discrepancies suggest that the microscopic magnetic
structure is far more complex than the one assumed in
the theory. For instance, the model is mainly based on the
depth dependence of the eﬀective exchange bias field, but it
neglects the non-uniform spin structure at the interface.
In particular, it is well accepted that the exchange bias eﬀect
can be related to pinned and unpinned uncompensated
spins in the AF/FM interface,43–48 giving rise to loop shifts and
coercivity enhancements, respectively. In the biased vortex
case, we can naively assume that the pinned uncompensated
spins will be parallel to the cooling field, while the unpinned
ones will form a curl mimicking the FM vortex. Hence,
while the vortex near the FM/AF interface experiences a
complex energy landscape, away from this interface it
behaves more like a conventional vortex. These additional
interface eﬀects, which should be enhanced for smaller sizes,
could give rise to the discrepancies between the theory and
experiments.
Fig. 2 Schematic hysteresis loops are shown in (a) for unbiased, biased, tilted, and viscous vortex reversals. The unbiased vortex reversal is shown in
dotted grey for reference. The viscous vortex reversal shows little to no exchange ﬁeld, but asymmetries in both the nucleation and annihilation.
Symbols HN
+ (HN
−) and HA
+ (HA
−) represent nucleation ﬁelds from positive (negative) saturation and annihilation to positive (negative) saturation,
respectively. Measured dependence of (b) ΔHA and (c) ΔHN on tAF for d = 1.0 and 1.5 µm circular dots. Error bars [smaller than symbol size in (b)] are
determined by the radius of the curvature of the measured data at the nucleation (annihilation) corner.
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Micromagnetic simulations
To highlight the origin of the novel reversal mode micromag-
netic simulations were conducted. The simulated loop, shown
in Fig. 3(a), exhibits a pinched loop shape, typical of vortex
reversal, shifted along the field axis (with HE = 128 Oe and HC =
54 Oe), in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
results. The increasing and decreasing field branches of the
loop are shown to have diﬀerent HA and HN [see Fig. 3(b)], with
ΔHA and ΔHN of about 8 Oe, reproducing the asymmetries
observed experimentally. To elucidate the origin of this asym-
metry we examine the spin maps of each layer. In Fig. 3(c) we
plot the orientation of the spin moments (at H ∼ HC) at the AF/
FM interface and the top FM surface of the dot [labeled layers
Fig. 3 (a) Simulated hysteresis loop of a FM disk with 504 nm diameter and 30 nm thickness pinned to an AF layer. (b) Composition of the top half
of the loops (i.e., M > 0) (black symbols) and the inverted bottom part (M < 0), corrected for the loop shift (red symbols). (c) Spin maps of the top
(black) and bottom (green) FM layers at H ∼ HC for decreasing (left) and increasing (right) ﬁelds. The background intensity corresponds to the diﬀer-
ence (my1 − my5) as red (positive) and blue (negative), as discussed in the text. The bottom images are enlarged views of the highlighted areas. The
cooling ﬁeld (HFC) and applied ﬁeld (HAppl) directions are shown by arrows. (d) Side- and (e) top-view schematic illustration of the magnetic spins,
identiﬁed as (blue) top, (yellow) middle, and (red) bottom, in a distorted vortex structure based on the simulations.
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5 and 1 in Fig. 3(d)] in green and black, respectively. The color
contrast in Fig. 3(c) identifies the magnetization diﬀerence in
the two layers (my1 − my5) as red (positive) and blue (negative).
The first remarkable result is that the core of the first and fifth
layers seems to be at the same position (within one micromag-
netic cell, 6 nm), indicating no vortex tilt, in contrast with
theoretical predictions.36,37 However, as shown in Fig. 3(c) the
vortices exhibit a clear distortion. While layer 1 (green) has a
near perfect vortex structure, the interfacial spins in layer 5
tend to tilt towards the FC direction [see Fig. 3(d and e)]. The
distortion is more pronounced along the ascending-field
branch [Fig. 3(c) right panels] compared to the descending-
field branch [left panels], as illustrated by the more intense
background color. The origin of the major loop asymmetries
seems to be related to diﬀerent degrees of distortion of the
vortex structure close to the AF. This variation in the interfacial
coupling is manifested diﬀerently in HA and HN depending on
the previous saturation states and the field cooling direction.
First order reversal curve (FORC) analysis
To gain a detailed understanding of the dot magnetization
reversal, we have performed FORC studies on the microdot
arrays [see ESI†].49–53 The FORC diagrams for the unbiased
dots [Fig. 4(a and b)] show “butterfly”-like features of a stan-
dard vortex reversal with three main peaks, identified in Fig. 4
(a) and discussed in the ESI (Fig. S1†): peak i corresponds to
the initial vortex nucleation from positive saturation and sub-
sequent annihilation approaching positive saturation;51 peak ii
corresponds to re-nucleation from negative saturation, and is
accompanied by a negative region that reflects the slope
change along successive FORCs;52 peak iii identifies sub-
sequent annihilation to positive saturation, manifesting asym-
metries in the dot shape.50 For tAF = 0, features i and ii are of
similar intensity [Fig. 4(a and b)] since the nucleation events
are symmetric under field inversion.
For tAF = 3 nm, intensities of the FORC features i and ii
become asymmetric [Fig. 4(c and d)], indicating a deviation
from the conventional vortex reversal and asymmetric magneti-
zation reversal processes. The asymmetry is even more pro-
nounced for tAF = 5 nm, where feature i has largely vanished.
The suppression of feature i indicates a much-reduced irrever-
sibility associated with the vortex nucleation/annihilation near
the positive saturation, while the enhanced FORC peak ii
shows that the primary irreversibility is due to the vortex
nucleation/annihilation near the negative saturation. This
vortex reversal asymmetry is consistent with a depth-depen-
dent magnetization configuration in the dots,51,54 since the
pinning induced by the AF is stronger at the FM/AF interface
than at the FM free surface, as suggested by the simulations.
In both tAF = 3 nm and 5 nm peak ii shifts to a larger local
coercivity (HC* – see the ESI†), consistent with the proposed
viscous drag reversal. For tAF = 5 nm the entire FORC distri-
bution is shifted towards negative HB as the exchange bias is
established [Fig. 4(e and f)].
Finally, for tAF = 7 nm, shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h) (and
9 nm, not shown), the FORC distribution returns to a “butter-
fly”-like feature set. In addition, the nucleation/annihilation
features are of comparable intensity. Recalling that ΔHA is
nearly zero for these samples [Fig. 2(a)], this indicates that the
reversal involves simply biased vortices, not tilted vortices.
Discussions
The reversal mechanism observed for tAF = 3 and 5 nm deviates
from the three established behaviors discussed earlier (vortex,
shifted vortex and tilted vortex), none of which predicts an
asymmetry in HN. Originating from the drag of the AF and
accompanied by a distortion of the vortex structure rather than
a tilt (as shown by simulations), this magnetization reversal
mechanism may be viewed as distorted viscous vortex reversal.
Remarkably, the dependence of HE and HC, ΔHA and ΔHN and
the evolution of the FORC features on tAF seem to indicate that
the new reversal mode is dominated by the unpinned uncom-
pensated spins, which explains its diﬀerences from the pro-
posed tilted-vortex mode. Nevertheless, the asymmetries
related to this new mechanism should be enhanced for thicker
Fig. 4 FORC distributions for (left) 1.0 µm and (right) 1.5 µm diameter
exchange biased dots with tAF of (a, b) 0 nm, (c, d) 3 nm, (e, f ) 5 nm, and
(g, h) 7 nm.
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FM layers (where the vortex distortion should increase) and
moderately thin AFs (where the AF has weaker anisotropy and
the drag should be larger). Even in nanostructures with thick
AFs, distorted viscous vortex reversal may still emerge if the
temperature is suﬃciently increased so that the AF anisotropy
is concomitantly weakened.55 Interestingly, although the thick-
ness of the FM layers in AF/FM dots is typically on the 10 nm
scale, some hints of reversal asymmetries probably linked to
this new reversal mode can be found in the literature.4,30,55,56
Note that the viscous drag of the magnetization due to the AF
also occurs in thin films. However, in contrast to what is
observed in nanostructures, in thin films the net eﬀect of this
viscous drag is merely an increase in coercivity without any
changes in the magnetization reversal modes.40,57 Importantly,
the dragging of the AF layer is not only a general feature of
exchange biased dots, but may also be relevant for virtually
any exchange coupled system,58 e.g., in magnetically hard/soft
exchange coupled nanostructures59–61 where the harder layer
has insuﬃcient anisotropy to pin the softer layer.
The asymmetries inherent to the distorted viscous vortex
reversal may have practical implications in the performance of
magnetic devices based on exchange coupling. Thus, the poss-
ible eﬀects of the distorted viscous vortex reversal should be
taken into account in the design of such devices (e.g., tuning
the thickness of the AF or FM layers or operating temperature
to avoid this eﬀect).
Conclusions
In summary, we have found a new distorted viscous vortex
reversal mode in exchange biased FeNi/IrMn dots with varying
AF thicknesses. Unbiased dots reverse via a vortex state, while
dots with an AF layer undergo a much more complex reversal
process: dots with thin AF layers reverse via a distorted viscous
vortex state with an enhanced coercivity; once the AF layer is
thick enough to have suﬃcient anisotropy energy, the magneti-
zation reverses via a biased vortex state, and the coercivity
enhancement is suppressed. This viscous vortex reversal mode
and the asymmetries in the annihilation and nucleation fields
are beyond the current understanding of exchange coupled
vortices, and oﬀer interesting implications for device
applications.
Methods
Arrays of circular nanodots with diameters of 0.5, 1.0 and
1.5 μm and vertical structures of Ta(5 nm)/Fe20Ni80(30 nm)/
Ir20Mn80(tAF)/Pt(2 nm) [tAF = 0–9 nm] were fabricated on a
naturally oxidized Si(001) substrate by electron-beam litho-
graphy and DC magnetron sputtering from composite targets
in 1.5 mTorr Ar. The dot sizes are optimal to achieve vortex
structure. The FM layer was kept deliberately thick to promote
tilted vortex reversal.36,37 Arrays with a common AF thickness
were fabricated in a single run, with the other arrays shadowed
by a mask. The AF orientation was set by heating the sample
to 520 K (above the blocking temperature of IrMn, TB = 420 K)
then cooling to room temperature in an in-plane magnetic
field, HFC = 2 kOe. Hysteresis loops and first-order reversal
curve (FORC) measurements were recorded at room tempera-
ture using a longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect (MOKE)
setup, following prior procedures,49,50,62,63 with loops
measured along the cooling field axis, iteratively averaged at a
rate of 7 Hz for ∼1000 cycles.
Simulations were conducted using the same geometric con-
structions as the experimental system by iteratively solving
Brown’s static equations64 using a 6 nm cubic mesh (consist-
ent with the exchange length of FeNi65), making the simulated
FM 5 cells thick. The polycrystalline FeNi was simulated using
an exchange stiﬀness A = 1.3 × 10−11 J m−1, a saturation mag-
netization MS = 8 × 10
5 A m−1, and magnetocrystalline an-
isotropy KU = 0. The IrMn was modeled as 84% non-magnetic
material and 16% (900 cells) randomly distributed magneti-
cally contributing cells, representing uncompensated spins.
The contributing cells are further divided into pinned and
rotatable cells43–48 in a ratio of 4 : 5, giving a moderate loop
shift, HE, and coercivity, HC. The pinned cells have their mag-
netization (MS = 8 × 10
5 A m−1) fixed along the field-cool (FC)
direction, while the unpinned ones have a large uniaxial an-
isotropy (KU = 5 × 10
5 J m−1) in the FC direction. These uncom-
pensated spins interact via exchange (assuming JAF–FM = JFM–
FM) and magnetostatic interactions with the FM spins but only
magnetostatically among themselves (since they represent the
equivalent of isolated uncompensated spins in experimental
systems). Since the results depend on the spatial distribution
of the pinned and unpinned spins, the presented results are
the average of 8 diﬀerent simulated configurations.
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